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Hapchidado 
Foreword 

 

 
This book is the first of 

several planned to document 
the techniques and terms for 

the requirements of 
Hapchidado. This book is for 

reference and not a 
replacement for study. 

 

                       
Hapchidado is a self defense based martial art recognized by the Martial Arts 

Masters World Federation and The Independent Martial Arts Federation. 
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Sensei Biography 
 
Hapchidado Founder, Lester Goodwine began martial arts as an imitator. He 

started with imitation of some of the things he saw and was trained by Master D.W. Kang 
in TaeKwonDo, (W.T.F. Affiliation). Master Kang’s training impacted him so deeply, 
that when Lester achieved his rank of 4th degree (Sabumnim) Black belt, along with the 
proper inscriptions for the rank, he asked that Master Kang’s name be clearly inscribed 
on his belt as a reminder of his mentor & teacher. Testing for 7th Dan in 1987, Lester 
continued his practice and teaching as part of his 40-year "time-in" requirements for the 
rank. Sabumnim Kang sponsored Lester's 7th Dan full promotion to the World 
TaeKwonDo Federation, which he received in May 2005. He recently retired this belt 
(almost white again from the years of training and teaching) to a place of honor in his 
home. His promotion to Founder / Creator / Sensei of Hapchidado is a continuation of a 
lifelong journey for him and he hopes to live up to Sabumnim's Korean name for him, 
"Yon," which translates to English as "flow." 

Acknowledging that no one art is the “end all, see all,” Sensei (the Japanese to 
English translation of 'Teacher' or 'Born before', his title now) was encouraged to study 
additional arts to round out his skills and started training in his Sabumnim's suggestions, 
Hung-gar Kung-fu and Aikido. During those early training years, Sensei also trained in 
Ninjustu, ground-fighting, wrestling, and martial art weaponry while pursuing another of 
his loves, music. Where'd he find the time for all of these things? Early mornings and into 
the night! 

After 10 years of training in Hung-gar Gungfu with Sifu John Leong and 15 years 
of ASU Aikido with William Gleason Sensei, Goodwine Sensei received his Black belts 
in both arts (Black sash and Shodan Rank). While training in Aikido, he saw elements 
that could work well together with the different systems of study and incorporated several 
of the techniques, feelings, and experiences into Hapchidado-do. Sensei's studies don't 
end here as he attends seminars with World renown Master instructor Tony Annesi 
Shihan of Bushido Kai Budoya, as well as training with students of Takashi Kushida 
Sensei of Yoshokai Aikido, and teaching in seminars in the New England area. 
Additional Budo Training comes in the form of studies in AikiBudokai with Shidoin 
Jigme Chobang Daniels. As of this writing, Goodwine Sensei is working on his Doctorate 
in the Martial Arts and continuing Aikido training in Norway. With the belief that Black 
Belt is only the beginning, Goodwine Sensei continues to train and research towards his 
next titles of Shihan and Soke. These ranks are usually bestowed upon the head of a 
Martial Arts system by his or her peers. Hapchida is the Korean equivalent of the English 
word “Combined” or “Unique”. This is a founding principal of this training. Sensei also 
incorporated elements of Jujitsu (grappling), Judo (throwing), Ninjustu (‘Path to 
Enlightenment’), as well as Chi Kung Breathing, meditative visualization, and many of 
the weapons associated with martial arts. The Martial Arts Masters World Federation has 
recognized Hapchidado as a self-defense based martial arts system. Sensei has also been 
recognized as a Master and the Founder by this worldwide federation! 

The Independent Martial Arts Federation also recognizes and endorses Sensei's 
independent 7th Dan Sabumnim TaeKwonDo rank, Shodan Aikido rank, Sifu (Black 
Sash) of Hung-gar rank, as well as his Founder/Creator/Sensei rank in Hapchidado. 
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Goodwine Sensei’s Kamiza 

                                
 
William Gleason Sensei       Sifu John Leong 
 

 
Aikido Founder Ueshiba Sensei 

             
Rumiko Urata-Heyes Sensei           Sabumnim D.W. Kang 
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Dojo Etiquette 

These are the Dojo (training place) etiquette and common sense rules that all students must follow. 

Class Begins 

Upon entering the Dojo (school or training hall), if there is no foyer, the student will first bow in 
the doorway and then to the Head Instructor or Presiding Instructor if the Head Instructor is absent from the 
room. Students will also bow whenever leaving the Dojo. All students will remove their shoes and place 
them neatly in the area provided with the toes pointed into the room. 

If the student is late for class, he or she must wait for acknowledgement from the instructor and 
permission to join class. Late students will kneel at the back of the room in a proper kneeling form until 
bowed into class. A student later than 15 minutes will not be admitted into class and must wait for 
appropriate pick-up or travel arrangements.  

At the official beginning of class, the instructor will give the command “Seiza” (seated kneeling 
position) at which time all students will quickly line up facing the front of the room in order of rank, the 
highest ranked students on the right while facing the Kamiza. A Kamiza is an object, usually a set of 
photos, honoring the founders of the art, placed at the front of the room. The instructor(s) for the class then 
enter(s) the mat and takes their place. The highest-ranked student or group leader will then issue the 
commands as follows: 

1. Kamiza Ni Rei! (Bow to Kamiza)  
2. Shomen Ni Rei! (Bow to the Flags and each other) 
3. Sensei Ni Rei! (Bow to the Head Instructor) 

At this time a student leader or instructor will begin the warm-up exercises. 
After warm up exercises the students will be given the command “Seiza,” which means go to 

seated position facing front with backs straight. They will then wait for the start of class and observe the 
demonstrations of the instructor. When observing, students may sit one of three ways: either in seiza 
(kneeling on knees), Samurai-stance (legs off to one side, back straight), or lotus position (crossed legs). At 
no time will students lounge against walls, sit in chairs (unless instructed to), or lie on the floor. 

During class, proper respect and discipline will be maintained. No foul language is allowed. There 
should be no unnecessary noise during class. No talking is permitted. While enjoyment of the class is 
important, students shall not laugh at their peers or instructors while practicing. People on the sidelines, 
waiting for their class to begin, should warm up or sit quietly so as not to disturb the current class in 
progress. There is no smoking, eating, or drinking (except of water) allowed in the Dojo. Students are also 
not allowed to chew gum. Shoes are not permitted in the training area, unless they are martial art footwear 
approved by Sensei. If a student needs to leave class early, they must get permission from the Head 
Instructor or Presiding Instructor at the start of class. This does not apply to emergencies. 

Training 

Student’s on-mat conduct is to be professional and safe. All students are to refrain from excess 
chatter, distracting noise, pushing, or wrestling around unless the instructor calls for such activity. If the 
room is prepared, students may quietly warm up on the mat until the command for “Seiza” is given.  

All students should attempt techniques and drills in class to the best of their ability and move 
quickly to positions of readiness when not active. Students should maintain a ready position, Hapchida 
stance, or back line seiza in between exercises/drills. Always pay strict attention to what’s happening 
around you even as you focus to execute a movement. Also pay close attention to the health and reactions 
of your Uke (attacker or receiver of your technique). These skills will carry over into your everyday life 
before you know it! 

Before and after training, with the instructor’s permission, the student must bow, turn 180 degrees 
to the right and adjust their uniform. Never turn your back on an instructor unless told to do so, or after 
getting permission. 

The discipline and maintenance of order in the Dojo is one of the things visitors notice when they 
come in. Things being kept neatly in their place and guests being met by senior students both create a 
friendly and serious atmosphere in the room, as well as showing people with similar goals and principles 
working together. It’s really quite an extraordinary experience to participate in. 
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Class Ends 

At the end of class the students will line up as before by rank. The highest-ranking student or 
instructor will issue the following commands once again. 

1. Seiza (line up and be seated)  
2. Kamiza Ni Rei! (Bow to Kamiza) 
3. Shomen Ni Rei! (Bow to the Flags & each other, plus announcements) 
4. Sensei Ni Rei! (Bow to the Head Instructor)                                                                                                
5. Sensei and/or Senior Student (Sempai) will lead the round of high fives 

During the bow following “Sensei Ni Rei,” students will say “Domo Arigato Gozai Mashita” (which 
means thank you very much for your hard work). At this time any Black Belt Instructors or Student Leaders 
may standing bow out of line. The highest-ranking student will then take attendance. Students should 
respond to their name in clear voice with “Yes Sir” or “Hite Sempai” or “Arigato Sensei" (in the case of the 
Head Instructor or Founder). The student will take any information for home from the instructor and say 
“Domo Arigato” (thank you very much). At this time, the assistant will instruct students with proper care of 
training tools and uniforms/belts if they are to be stored at the dojo. Uniforms, hakama, etc. are to be folded 
neatly and placed in cabinets or directed home for care when needed. Remember do not remove any part of 
your uniform until after the final bow! 

Respect 

The Dojo is a place of learning. Students come not just to learn to defend themselves physically, 
but mentally as well. Only through the practice of proper discipline can a student learn SELF DISCIPLINE 
and SELF RESPECT. If you cannot respect others, you CANNOT respect yourself. All students will show 
respect for higher-ranking belts. Remember that someday you will be in this position and will want the 
same respect shown to you! Treat others as YOU wish to be treated. 

Remember that the instructors did not ask for you to study this art and they will not ask you to do 
anything dangerous or impossible. Therefore, attempt all techniques requested of you with full intention 
and do not refuse the instructions of your teachers. If you have a physical problem keeping you from 
performing a technique or you have a question about the instructions, raise your hand and respectfully ask 
the teachers. All the instructors love to help you improve but if you do not wish to progress, you should not 
attend class until ready. Unless you feel sick, do not stop in the middle of class. 

All Instructors and Black Belts will be called by their sir names, (for example: Mr. Moran), never 
by their first names. “Sir” or “Ms.” is an acceptable substitute. Master instructors should be referred by title 
as you would with a doctor (for example: Goodwine Sensei). “Sir” again is acceptable. Junior students 
regardless of rank will properly address all ADULT students. An example would be Ms. Mason or Miss 
Charrier, not Lisa. Instructors may also be referred by their titles: Sensei (Head Instructor), Sempai (Master 
of Arms), Joshu (Assistant). 

Following our Dojo rules is mandatory for all students. Following rules and regulations is a part of 
life. These rules will make the Dojo an enjoyable place for all to learn and grow. The learning process 
continues all though life. When we stop learning, life has ceased. 

 
Uniform Dress Code: 
The following is the uniform requirements for students, instructor candidates or trainees, and all 
instructors: 

Your uniform is a way of entering the mindset of the art and an honor to wear. Always keep your 
uniform in good condition with all patches attached and be proud to wear them.  

Students must keep uniforms clean and neat with the belts tied properly. Students are not 
permitted in the training area unless in proper uniform. Street clothes are permitted only if the student is 
getting changed at the Dojo, but the student must not exit the dressing room until the uniform is tied 
properly with the belt in place. Students who have not yet received a uniform also may not wear street 
clothes. They should wear dark exercise pants that fit properly for active training and a clean T-shirt with 
minimal markings. T-shirts with the Hapchidado emblem on them may be purchased from the school. 

When you arrive at the Dojo, the first thing to do is quickly change into your uniform and remove 
any jewelry for safety purposes. T-shirts are not permitted for male students (who have completed 10th 
Gup) unless they are recovering from illness. Women must wear a T-shirt, tank top, or sports bra under the 
uniform and it should be black or red in color! Variation is not permitted and the student will not be 
allowed to train if proper attire is not worn. If something is forgotten at home (belt, etc.), the student must 
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inform the instructor before class begins and regardless of rank, they will be placed in the lowest ranking 
group for training. 

Our school colors are black & red. Student's uniforms MUST be our red and black demo uniform 
with appropriate belt. A completely red traditional top & black with red stripe pants is the uniform of our 
special teams (for example: our S.T.O.R.M. demo team). Asian World Of Martial Arts and Century Martial 
Arts Supplies are the main suppliers for uniforms. Uniforms may be obtained from Boston Hapchidado at a 
reasonable cost. Grappling gloves & mouthpiece are needed after 9th Gup. 

   

Visiting martial artists can wear the traditional style white or double weave Judo uniform, or the 
uniform of their previous art. 

Student's uniforms MUST have the school crest on the left breast of the uniform after 1st stripe 
test. Achievement badges may be earned during tests and must be attached to rank belts. Hakama becomes 
part of our uniform for students after 8th Gup. Blue or black Hakama for male students, and red or white 
Hakama for female students may be purchased. Students MUST wear the belt that reflects their current 
rank at all times. Children’s Class members wear a white belt with red stripe. Adult members wear red belt 
with black stripe. In the event of a belt being lost or forgotten at home a white belt will be substituted until 
the proper belt is available. 

Students assisting Sensei in Children’s Class will wear The Green Junior Leader’s belt. Adult 
assistant instructors will wear a brown and red Assistant Instructors belt. Senior Student of the Dojo 
(Sempai), as assistant instructor, will wear our black and red standard uniform, with a black & red Poom 
belt. Students in the Black Belt Candidate Program (4th Gup and up) will wear a full brown belt with black 
stripe. 1st Dan Black Belt will wear our black and red uniform, and a black belt with white kanji. 2nd Dan 
Black Belt can opt to wear a white Judo single or double weave top and black pants with red stripe. 3rd 
Dan Black Belt and over can opt to wear any of the previous uniforms and Black belt with red kanji. Master 
instructors of 4th Dan and up may choose from the above and add a black double weave Judo top and a 
black belt with gold kanji. Additionally, Hung-gar centric instructors can opt for our black with red trim 
Kung Fu uniform with black sash. Hakama is optional but highly recommended. 

 
Notes on Uniforms from Gaku Homma’s Children in Aikido 
“There is a traditional way to put on a uniform. First take off your shirt and put on the uniform 

jacket. Then take of your street pants and put on the uniform pants. This pattern is based on a traditional 
martial arts concept that if you take off all your clothes, an emergency could literally catch you with your 
pants down! Instructors should occasionally spot check the dressing rooms to make sure the children are 
not leaving their street clothes strewn about carelessly. If the dressing rooms are a mess, direct the children 
to fold their clothes properly. 

It is a good idea to label a child’s uniform. Instead of writing directly on the uniform, write your 
child’s name on a small piece of cloth and sew it onto the jacket. This way the uniform can be handed 
down to another child when it is outgrown… 

The most challenging part of the … uniform is the belt. There are always a few children in the 
class who spend most of the their class time keeping their belts tied. Sometimes this is an excuse for not 
being able to do a technique or because the belt is tied incorrectly. Follow the directions accompanying the 
illustration to keep the belt on securely. After the belt has been tied, the tail ends should be about a foot 
long. If they are shorter, the belt will continually come untied. If they are much longer, they can get in the 
way during front rolls and practice.  

In the hot weather I have seen not only children, but also adults and even instructors with their 
sleeves rolled up. I do not recommend this because your partner’s fingers can get caught and twisted in the 
folds. This is especially true for those practicing break-rolls. Conversely, Aikido uses many wrist grabs, so 
it is also good not to have long sleeves covering your wrists. If sleeves are too long or too hot the simplest 
answer is to cut them off and hem them up.” 
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Testing: 
 Testing occurs after participation in a minimum of supervised training sessions (which we call ‘Mat 
Hours’) has been reached and test candidates are recommended to test by their instructors/Sensei. The 4 - 6 
classes preceding a test are called a testing cycle, and are mainly used to review testing 
material/terms/techniques. 
 The test itself is steeped in tradition (Rei or bows, candles, music, gongs, respectful silence, 
concentration, full uniforms, and dignified ceremony.) All students wishing to test need to be able to 
eloquently state their intentions to the Presiding Testing Instructor using the following words: 
 
“__________Sensei, my name is (Student’s Name). I represent Hapchidado Martial Arts and request 
permission to test for ____ Gup. My Instructor(s) are (Instructor Last Name followed by title). I promise to 
use Power, Honor and Heart to make you proud.” 
 
 The Presiding Testing Instructor then invites the student to test, and works through the various parts 
of our art. Students are tested on accurate reproduction of a technique appropriate for the level or Gup, as 
well as mental association of the terminology of our art. Balance, physical conditioning, and mental 
preparation, are all tested as well. 

 
  Founder with 1st Generation Children’s Class               Some of the Children’s Class members 

 
Founder with some of the senior students 
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Hapchida-do Testing Requirements 

10th Gup  
30 minimum Mat hours 
 
Physical Requirements  
*Kids Club requirements if different are in ( ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kicks 
Ahp chagi  (front) 
Dol ryo     (round) 
Yop chagi  (side) 
Dwi chagi  (back) 
 
Strikes 
Chigi (lunge punch) 
Reverse punch 
Dung-joomook chigi (backfist) 
Me-joomok chigi (hammer fist) 
 
Stances (sogi) 
Riding 
Fighting 
Hanmi (ai, gyaku-hanmi) 
Hapchida stance 
Seiza (seated) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Blocks 
Wee maggi (rising) 
Yeot pero maggi (Xblock) 
Momtong maggi (middle) 
 
Aikido 
Tenkan (turn) 
Musubi  (tie together) 
Shomenuchi Ikkyo & Iriminage (head 
strike, 1st teaching, entering throw) 
Munetsuki Kotegaeshi (torso punch, 
wrist twist) 
Katate Tori Shihonage (one hand 
grabbed four directions throw) 
Yokomenuchi Shihonage 
(Side attacks 4 direction throw) 
Kokyo Tanden ho 
(Seated 5 different) 
 

Pushups Leg 
Raises 

Leg 
Throws 

Ukemi Dodges Defense 

(10) 20 Instr. call Instr. call 30 Instr. call (1) 2 mins. 
Bag Balance Stretch Squat Stances Crunch/Punch 

1 min. 5 sec. 90 degrees 1 min. (10) sec. (5) 10 
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9th Gup (koo) 
60 Minimum Mat hours 
 
All Previous Techniques and: 
 
Kicks  
Guligi chagi (hook) 
Twi ahp-chagi (hopping front) 
Bandul chagi (crescent) 
 
Aikido  
Shomenuchi Nikyo (head strike, 2nd 
teaching) 
Kata Dori Ikkyo and Nikyo (chest grasp, 
1st & 2nd teaching) 
Munetsuki kaitenage (torso punch, 
rotation throw) 
Tenchinage (heaven to earth throw) 
 
 
8th Gup (pul) 
60 minimum Mat hours 
 
All Previous techniques and: 
 
Physical Requirements 

 
Kicks 
Double front (crotch/head) 
Double round 
Ax 
Turning side 
 
Strikes 
One two punch 
Phoenix finger (knuckle punch) 
Tiger strike 
Tiger claw 
 
Kata 
Taegeuk Jang 2 
Tiger rising  (hung-gar Kata 1) 

 
 
 
 
 
Blocks 
Shrug block 
Mountain block (both hands) 
 
Strikes 
Round Punch 
Ridge hand 
Ox horn punch 
 
Kata 
Taegeuk Jang 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Blocks 
Knife hand (over and under) 
Trap blocks 
 
Aikido 
Shomenuchi sankyo & Yonkyo (head 
strike, 3rd and 4th teachings) 
 
Yokomenuchi Ikkyo (side attack 1st 
teaching), kotegaeshi (outward wrist 
twist), iriminage (entering throw) 
 
Ryote Dori Tenchinage and Shihonage. 
(Both wrists grabbed, standing, 4 
directions throw) 
 
Katate Dori Ryote mochi kokyo tanden 
ho 
 

Ukemi Bag Bokken Balance Wall Squats 
30 1-2 min. rounds 20 Shomenuchi 10 sec. 1 min. 
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7th Gup (chil) 
60 minimum Mat hours 
 
All Previous Techniques and: 
 
Kicks 
Jumping side (twio-chagi) 
Scissors 
Jumping round 
Spinning hook 
 
 
Strikes 
Spear finger 
Tiger mouth 
 
Kata 
TKD Jang 3 
Jo Staff 1 (two person)  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Blocks 
Pinkak Silat Upper block  
Palm 
 
Aikido 
Ushiro ryokata dori Ikkyo 
(From behind shoulder grab, 1st control) 
Ushiro ryotedori Shihonage 
(from behind both wrists grabbed, 4 
directions throw) 
Ushiro kubi shime Kotegaeshi 
(from behind choke hold, outward wrist 
twist) 
Ushiro Waza kokyunage 
(attacks from behind, breath throw) 
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6th Gup (yuk) 
60 minimum Mat hours 
 
All Previous Techniques and:  
 
Physical Requirements 
 
 
 
Kicks 
Jumping Turning Sidekick 
Foot Sweep 
Switch Round Kick  
 
 
Strikes 
Ridge Hand 
Leopard paw 
 
Kata 
TKD Taegeuk Jang 4 
Jo Staff 13 
 
Pins 
Standing Single Arm Chin-na  
Cradle 
Arm Bar  
Come Along 
 
Defenses  
Table Palm Block   
Sprawl wrestling defense 
Full Mount  
One Step TKD Defenses 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Aikido 
Munetsuki Iriminage 
(torso punch, head cut entering throw) 
 
Suwari Waza:  
(Uke & Nage seated techniques) 
   Shomen uchi iriminage  
   (head strike, head cut entering throw) 
   Kata Tori Nikkyo  
   (single hand torso grab, 2nd teaching) 
   Kata Tori Sankyo  
   (single hand torso grab, 3rd teaching) 
   Shomen uchi Nikkyo  
   (head strike, 2nd teaching) 
 
Hanmi Handachi: (Nage seated) 
   Katate Tori Shihonage  
  (single wrist grab, 4 directions throw) 
   Katate Tori Kaitenage  
  (wrist grab, rotation throw) 
   Uchio & Soto Mawari  
  (inside & outside) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Ukemi Grappling Target Kicks One Arm Techniques 
40 1-2 min. rounds 1-2 min. rounds 1 min. round 
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5th Gup (0) 
60 minimum Mat hours 
 
All Previous Techniques and: 
 
Kicks      
Dragon Step Kick 
Kick Jam 
Knee Raise 
Split Kick 
 
Strikes 
Cobra Strike 
Krane Wing 
 
Kata 
TKD Taegeuk Jang 5 
Jo Staff 31 
 
Pins 
Choke 
Heel Hook 
Cross-Chest Arm Lock 
 
 
4th Gup 
(80 hours & 6 months active training) 
All Previous Techniques and:  
 
Physical Requirements 

Kicks 
Air Special Kick 
Ground Side Kick 
Ground Hook kick 
 
Strikes 
Spear finger 
Iron Palm 
 
Kata 
TKD Taegeuk 6 
 
Defenses 
Handgun Disarms 1-4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
              Defenses 
   Mount defense 

  Leg drop scoop 
  Ankle lock 
  3 step TKD defenses 

    
   Aikido 
   Koshinage (Hip Throw from…) 
      Shomen uchi (head strike) 
      Yoko men uchi (side attack) 
      Munetsuki (torso punch) 
      Katate Dori (wrist grab) 
      Kubi Shime (neck choke) 
      Morote tori  

(two hands on one) 
      Ushiro Yrote Tori  

(from behind grab) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pins 
Crotch rip  
Half Crab 
Elbow power #2 (Aikido) 
 
Aikido 
Kokyu Nage  (breath throws, 8 ways) 
Taichi Waza: (standing techniques) 
   Yokomenuchi Nikkyo, Sankyo, &  
     Yonkyo 
   Shomenuchi Kotegaeshi 
Ushiro Ryote Tori:  
   Iriminage, Sankyo, Jujinage, Ikkyo 
Free Waza (one man attack) 

Ukemi Bokken Body Shots Crunches Defense Bag 
50 20 knock-

aways 
5 love taps 10 

Olympic 
1 min. blocks only 1 min. 
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3rd Gup   
(90 hrs & 6 months of active training) 
 
All Previous Techniques and: 
 
Kicks 
Student Specialty 
Rolling Axe kick 
Ground Wheel kick 
 
Strikes 
1/2 inch board breaks 
 
Defenses 
Surround 
 
Aikido 
Suwari Waza (Jiyu) 
   Free Waza 
Hanmi Handachi  (Jiyu) 
   Free Waza 
Taichi Waza Randori: (Futari gake)   
   2-man attack 
 
 
 
2nd Gup 
(120 hrs. & 6 months of active training) 
All Previous Techniques and: 
 
Physical Requirements 

 
Kicks      
Simultaneous Double Kick 
Sport Round Kick 
 
Strikes 
1 Inch Board Breaks  
   (Hand & Foot) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Pins 
Full Mount 
Ankle Lock 
 
Kata 
TKD Taegeuk Jang 8 
Jo Suburi 1 – 11 
 
Kata 
TKD Taegeuk 7 
Bokken 1-6 
1. Right then left Kamae stance - Shomenuchi with 
sliding step 
2. Right then left Kamae stance - Shomenuchi with 
crossing step 
3. Neutral stance - Begin Shomenuchi, 
Yokomenuchi at last second with lead foot step, 
rear foot slide 
4. Right then left Kamae stance - Raise sword and 
bring feet together right side cut, right leg back 
5. Right then left Kamae stance - Shomenuchi, 180 
pivot and Kamae. 
6. Right then left Kamae stance - Shomenuchi, 
Kocho no Kamae (ninja pull) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Defenses 
Aikido Reverses  
 
Hung-gar 
Ma-bu Stance 
Cat Stance 
Tiger Stance 
Krane Stance 
 
Aikido  
Tanizuwaza (Multiple Person Attack) 
Kaieshi-waza (Countering Techniques) 
 

Bokken Jo Ukemi Shikko 
150 Yokomenuchi 2 Person Suburi Judo back escapes, 80 throws 3 person Suwari Waza, 2 min. 
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1st Gup   
(90 hrs & 6 months of active training) 
 
All Previous Techniques and: 
 
Kicks 
All kicks above waist height 
 
Kata 
Sword Draw/ Cut /Re-sheath 
Jo- 
Tsuki:  Uchickomi: 
Choku  Shomen 
Kaeshi  Renzoku  
Ushiro  Menuchi Gedangaeshi 
Gedangaeshi Gyaku Yokomen 
UshiroTskui 
JodanGaeshi 
 
Katate: Hassogaeshi Uchi: 
Gedan Gaeshi TsukiTomUchiUshiro 
HachiroJi Gaeshi UshiroUchiUchiroBarai 
   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Strikes 
2 Inch Board Breaks 
 
Defenses 
Ground Defense  (from the ground) 
Grappling Defense (standing) 
 
 
Hung-gar 
Tiger-Krane Form (complete) 
 
 
Aikido 
Free Waza  
(1, 2, 4, person attack) 
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Folding Hakama 
Courtesy of Dante Lividini 
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Courtesy of Gaku Homma’s Children and the Martial Arts 
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Proper Uniform Folding 
Courtesy of Michelle Schauer (aka Fox) and Sean Dargie (aka Leopard) 
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Jo 31 Step Kata 
Courtesy of www.misogi-aikido.com/jokata.htm 
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Jo 31 Step Kata 

(written version) 
Start - 1 Left posture. Raise Jo in a circular thrust to the left. 
1-2 Change to back posture bringing Jo up in a rising block. 
2-3 Swing Jo into a forward thrust. 
3-4 Change to back posture bringing Jo up in a rising block and rotate Jo in a 

circular motion above the head. 
4-5 Strike to opponents left side with a right circular blow. 
5-6 Strike to opponent’s right side with a left circular blow. 
6-7 Change from left forward posture into right posture by a Tai Sabaki to your 

right side and make a downward strike to your opponent’s head. 
7-8 From right posture Tai Sabaki to your right into left posture and strike at your 

opponent’s right side with a downward circular blow. 
8-9 Continue the strike through towards the opponent’s shins and end up in left 

posture with Jo pointing to the rear. 
9-10 Step through with right leg raising Jo to a Jodan block. 
10-11 Swing Jo down right side of body in a complete circle and strike Shomen. 
11-12 Change to back stance and withdraw Jo. 
12-13 Strike Tsuki towards opponent’s chest. 
14-15 Raising Jo above head rotate 180 degrees and strike Shomen. 
15-16 Backwards strike to opponent’s knees. 
16-17 Swing Jo at waist height to strike opponents legs. 
17-18 Rotate Jo to a back guard position. 
18-19 Strike forward to opponent’s knees. 
19-20 Raise Jo and pivot above head to strike Shomen. 
20-21 Dropping onto left knee strike back towards opponent’s shins. 
21-22 Transfer Jo to right hand side of body, keeping in right posture. 
22-23 Thrust forward at chest height, step through with left foot. Rotate Jo, and 

then slide left foot back. 
23-24 Slide left foot forward and thrust at chest height. 
24-25 Pull Jo back and thrust at head height. 
26: Sweep Jo to rear. 
26-27 Step through with right foot, sweeping Jo to strike at knee. 
27-28 Swing Jo up, thrust forward at head height. 
28-29 Rotate Jo in front of body. 
29-30 Slide right foot back and lunge forward with thrust at chest height. 
30-31 Rotate Jo down right hand side of body. Step forward with left foot (keep 

same hand grip). Strike Shomen with Kiai. 
End Return to start position with Zanshin. 
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Hapchidado in “Action“ 
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